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ANTI-TRAFFICKING AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE RECOVERY RESPONSES

He reached down 
from on high 

and took hold of me; 
he drew me out of deep water. 

He rescued me 
from my powerful enemy, 

from my foes, 
who were too strong for me. 

They confronted me 
in the day of my disaster, 

but the LORD was my support. 
He brought me out 

into a spacious place; 
he rescued me 

because he delighted in me.

Psalm 18:16-19
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as a result of conflict with armenia, more than 600,000 Internally Displaced 
persons (IDps) are living in azerbaijan. this has created a group of at-
risk people vulnerable to human traffi  ckers in border areas. WHI works 
within these IDp communities—which oft en lack access to schooling 
and employment opportunities—providing education about traffi  cking in 
persons (tIp). WHI azerbaijan also facilitates task Force trainings where 
leaders come together to form Community parent groups that will educate 
others, assess community needs and report suspicious activities. program 
highlights from 2013 include: 

• The International Organization for Migration’s (IOM) traffi  cking 
curriculum was combined with WHI Azerbaijan’s material in order to 
improve task Force training.

• IOM personnel joined WHI’s TIP Task Force in implementing a TIP 
curriculum for teachers geared specifically for high school students.

• With assistance from community leaders who had participated 
in a task Force training in Bilesuvar, WHI azerbaijan organized 
and facilitated general awareness meetings in eleven other IDp 
settlements, reaching 346 people.

• A gift  pack shipment of 3,000 packages was received and 
processed; 500 of these were donated to local Ngos that serve 
economically disadvantaged or special needs children.

• More than 300 IDP students from five elementary and high schools 
in the ganja region participated in tIp training: nearly 900 gift  packs 
were distributed throughout the region.

• A website was created for WHI Azerbaijan. The website can be 
accessed at www.worldhopeaz.org.

Introduction
Stripped of their freedom and living in the shadows, thousands of men, women and children are trapped in various 
forms of slavery. Most suff er severe physical and psychological damage, and are unable or unsure of how to seek help 
or report the crime. World Hope International’s (WHI) emergency aft ercare facilities in Sierra Leone and Cambodia off er 
victims of slavery and exploitation a path towards recovery, providing immediate and comprehensive care, education, 
life skills training and connection to legal counsel to prosecute traffi  ckers. But emergency aft ercare is only part of WHI’s 
response to exploitation—prevention, through education and networking at the community level, is vital to protecting those 
susceptible to human traffi  cking. WHI utilizes public awareness and targeted education to train community leaders in 
Sierra Leone, Cambodia and Azerbaijan to identify the signs of human traffi  cking, where to report it, and how to work with 
local authorities to keep it out of their communities. Local leaders are oft en trained and empowered to monitor and report 
traffi  cking activity, encouraging community-wide accountability in the fight against slavery. the following pages provide an 
overview of these ongoing eff orts to end the scourge of human traffi  cking and to aid its victims.

2013: WHI 
azerbaijan 
Summary

Azerbaijan Quick Facts:

•	 42%	of	Azerbaijan’s	rural	
population	lives	on	less	
than	$1.25	per	day.

•	 According	to	estimates,	
up	to	1,000	females	are	
traffi		cked	from	Azerbaijan	
per	year	for	the	purposes	
of	forced	labor.

•	 95%	of	traffi		cking	victims	
in	Azerbaijan	are	women.

›  Pray for WHI’s anti-traff icking activities in Azerbaijan: that God will clear any obstacles to the eff orts and give 
staff  wisdom as they develop new plans and initiatives.
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WHI’s Assessment Center for Survivors of Sexual Exploitation and Rape 
(aC) in phnom penh, which opened in June, 2005, was among the early 
nongovernmental organization (Ngo) responses that followed high profile, 
2004 reports of Cambodia’s child sex trade. It was developed to offer 
secure facilities and professional services to meet the needs of sexually 
traumatized girls in the days immediately following their rescue. In 2010, 
WHI opened a second aC in Siem Reap.

Specifically, WHI’s AC program provides emergency, short-term care in a 
safe, secure, and home-like environment. this allows for client stabilization 
and a thorough assessment of their long-term needs. today, the aC program 
and its dedicated staff continue to give commercial sexual exploitation 
(CSe) survivors quality emotional and physical care services, well-planned 
reintegration to their families, and when appropriate, referrals for long-term 
services to partner agencies. as a result of the program more than 1000 
girls have received holistic care and been aided on their journey of recovery.

While the aC continues to provide excellent services, the program has faced 
challenges from the changing anti-trafficking landscape in Cambodia—
especially from a drop in the number of sex trafficking cases being referred 
to the program. Investigation into the issue revealed that this drop-off 
stemmed from: 1) a judicial decision that prohibited law enforcement from 
using undercover methods to investigate cases; 2) more organizations 
entering Cambodia to provide aftercare resulting in competition for 
victim intake; 3) a changed mode of operation in the sex industry, making 

WHI Azerbaijan – 2013 
TIP Prevention Outcomes

	 16	| Task	Force	
Training	 
Meetings

	 493	| Individuals	 
Participating	
in	Task	Force	
Training

	4,429	| Educational	or	 
Public	
Awareness 
Materials	
Distributed

	1,570	| Gift	Packs	&	
Teddy	Bears	
Distributed

	5,000 | Educational	or	 
Public	
Awareness 
Materials	
Produced

2013: WHI 
Cambodia 
Summary

Looking Ahead
Your financial support will allow WHI to pursue its usual trainings and task 
Force activities in azerbaijan, as well as possible construction projects, i.e. 
classroom refurbishment at IDp schools. a partnership with local Ngos to 
create a tIp film (as funding permits) may also be initiated.

›  Pray for WHI’s sexual violence recovery field staff: that staff may be full of wisdom, grace and strength as they 
serve our clients and work with families, villages and communities.
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investigation and identification more difficult, costly and time-consuming; 
and 4) a shift in government and donor policy (and funding) from sex 
trafficking to labor exploitation. 

Having seen that the reduced intake of CSe cases was a continuing pattern, 
WHI responded by closing its Siem Reap assessment Center in spring 2013, 
reducing staff and related costs. However, the core need for the Assessment 
Center program continues: partner agencies have reiterated the need for 
the following services provided by the phnom penh aC: 1) services for non-
compliant clients (e.g. minor victims removed directly from brothels or other 
commercial exploitation); 2) services for clients with moderate to severe 
mental health issues; 3) services for clients with HIV, Hepatitis, or other 
communicable diseases; 4) high-risk sexual assault cases where higher 
security and staff ratio is necessary. Moreover, indicators suggest that the 
ban on undercover investigations will be lifted in 2014, which is expected 
result in increased identification and interventions. 

given these considerations and stabilization of the client population, 
WHI will continue phnom penh aC operations for the foreseeable future, 
maintaining this vital link in the victim recovery system. WHI’s 2014 budget 
for aC operations, including overhead, is $343,329. With your support, WHI 
will be able to continue its assistance to Cambodia’s exploited daughters as 
they make the arduous transition from victim to survivor.  

Looking Ahead
WHI aC initiatives for 2014 include the completion of a mental health 
assessment to evaluate the efficacy of our current mental health practice 
and to look for opportunities for improvement. Additionally, AC staff will be 
working to ensure that WHI complies with the National Minimum Standards 
for the protection of the Rights of Victims of Human trafficking developed 
by Cambodia’s Ministry of Social Affairs, Veterans and Youth Rehabilitation. 
WHI is also excited to be hosting visitors from eastern Hills Wesleyan 
Church, NY, in February and Kentwood Community Church, MI, in April.

WHI Assessment Center 
– Cambodia - 2013 TIP 
Outcomes

	 12	| Girls	in	AC	on	 
January	1

	28	| Trafficked	Cases	 
Admitted	(one	
labor	trafficking)

	54	| Sexual	Assault	
Cases	Admitted

	94	| Total	Clients	
Served	2013

	36	| Cases	Reintegrated	 
Home

	 41	| Cases	Transferred	 
to	Partner	Agencies

	 77	| Total	Transferred	 
Out

Note: Prior to closure in March 2013, 
the Siem Reap AC served 8 clients: one 
sex trafficking case and seven rape 
cases. The Phnom Penh AC admitted 
25 sex trafficking cases and 64 rape 
cases in 2013. In total, WHI ACs served 
97 victims of sex trafficking and rape 
in 2013. The number of sex trafficking 
cases handled by the Phnom Penh AC 
grew from eight in 2012 to 25 in 2013, 
an annual growth rate of 212.5%.

Cambodia 
Assessment 
Center  
counseling 
session

›  Pray for those we serve: that they may recover and reintegrate quickly.
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Why WHI Serves Both Sex 
Traffi  cking and Rape Victims
Whether in Cambodia or Sierra Leone, WHI’s TIP recovery programs serve 
both sex traffi  cking and sexual assault victims. WHI holds that sexual abuse 
and exploitation exist on a continuum. Sex traffi  cking is at the extreme end 
of that continuum. However, WHI can serve those at that extreme end of the 
spectrum, while also serving those at other points on the continuum. this 
means that all victims on the sexual assault/exploitation spectrum are being 
served, and makes better use of the funds donors entrust to us since serving 
both populations helps keep WHI programs running at high capacity.

We also believe that the issue of sex traffi  cking extends into the broader 
issue of gender-based violence. Sex traffi  cking is born out of deep cultural 
attitudes, including the normalization of commercial sex, notions of male 
sex right, and the acceptance of rape myths. the same attitudes that allow 
rape to flourish, if left  unchecked, will give rise to sex traffi  cking. Cambodia 
provides an excellent illustration of this point.

Cambodia has a recent history of war and oppression beginning with their 
involvement in the american/Vietnamese War, followed by the Khmer 
Rouge regime (during which an estimated one quarter of the population 
died), and ending with Vietnamese occupation from 1980-1989. While 
Cambodia has since established a stable democratic government, attitudes 
of violence and power pervade. these attitudes, along with cultural gender 
roles and the prevalence of the commercial sex trade, create a sexually 
toxic environment. In view of this history of war, violence, and deeply 
rooted gender roles, it is tragic—albeit not surprising—that one out of five 
Cambodian men aged 18-49 have admitted to perpetrating rape. of these 
men, half reported repeated rape perpetration: 21% raping more than one 
female and 12% confessing to raping more than four. Studies have also 
shown that gang rape is prevalent, exceeding the rate of rape committed 
by lone individuals, and that a practice called bauk is on the rise among 
urban youth. Bauk occurs when a young male hires or seduces a girl for sex 
and then takes her to a location where his friends are waiting to take turns 
raping her. these youth enjoy the social aspect of bauk and engage out of a 
sense of entitlement and fun with no thought to the victim’s consent. With 
such prevalence of rape and sexual violence in the country, Cambodian girls 
face significant danger of sexual assault.  

the greatest number of Cambodian rape victims is between the ages of 11 
and 14. these are mere girls—children—violated. Some are exploited for their 
virginity. Many are subject to social stigma aft er their assault because of 
the cultural belief that females are forever tainted by sexual activity outside 
of marriage. This may result in the victims’ social ostracization aft er their 
exploitation, as well as denial of justice and necessary healthcare. Furthermore, 
childhood sexual abuse can lead to further victimization and sexual activity. 
Multiple studies have shown that children who experienced sexual abuse are 
more likely to be raped in adulthood, to become sexually promiscuous, and to 
engage in prostitution. While rape is not causation for adulthood prostitution, 
many juveniles confess that previous abuse influenced their decision to enter 

Cambodia Quick Facts:

•	 Aft	er	30	years	of	war,	foreign	
invasion,	and	political	unrest,	
Cambodia	had	its	first	
peaceful	election	in	2004.

•	 25%	of	the	population	lives	
on	less	than	$1.25	per	day.

•	 One	in	four	adults	is	illiterate.

•	 In	a	regional	study	on	
sexual	violence	in	Asia	and	
the	Pacific,	one	out	of	five	
Cambodian	men	aged	18-
49	admitted	perpetrating	
rape:	21%	raping	more	
than	one	female	and	12%	
confessing	to	raping	more	
than	four	females.

›  Pray for those who purchase commercial sex and perpetrate sexual violence: that God will lead them to repentance 
and liberation from sexual sin.
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the sex industry. With a booming commercial sex trade, Cambodia provides 
many opportunities for young, traumatized girls to become trafficked into, or 
ensnared in, the commercial sex trade. 

Viewed against this cultural backdrop, the aC not only provides a secure 
environment for the therapeutic treatment of Cambodia’s girl victims of sex 
trafficking, but also helps to prevent the possible re-victimization of rape 
victims by attending to their physical and emotional needs. 

From Suicide to Stability
The perpetrator was her biological fathter. Jorani* was thirteen years 
old when her father raped her. 

After referral to WHI’s Assessment Center, Jorani’s initial medical 
assessment revealed a variety of immediate health concerns—Hepatitis 
B, a sexually transmitted infection, and fever. The quality clinical care 
provided by the center’s staff stabilized her physical health and offered 
a safe place to continue to be treated and heal. As counselors began 
to process the trauma she sustained, Jorani displayed depression and 
low self-esteem, and was at high-risk for suicide. 

During her time at the AC, Jorani received basic recovery therapy in 
the form of sports and recreation, arts and crafts activities, simple 
education, skills exploration and group life skills sessions. Her 
counselor used these creative therapies to help Jorani process her 
feelings, regain her will, aspirations and self-confidence. 

Although she is still at the Assessment Center, Jorani is no longer suicidal 
and is actively working through her depression. While at the AC, WHI has 
worked with her mother through the early stages of the legal case against 
her father, who has since been arrested. Through quality counseling and 
medical care, Jorani has stabilized and begun healthy recovery.  

Family Transformation through 
Cambodia’s Assessment Center
In extreme poverty and without another option, Maly’s* parents traveled 
back and forth to Thailand—sometimes for weeks at a time—to find work. 
Living in Kampong Cham Province, Maly spent much of her time under 
the supervision of her elderly grandmother, who was physically unable 
to provide adequate care. While her parents were in Thailand, Maly—just 
six years old—was raped by a teenage boy in her village.

Maly was immediately referred to World Hope International’s 
Assessment Center in Phnom Penh for physical, emotional and 

›  Pray for those currently being sexually trafficked and assaulted: that they are identified and referred to WHI  
for services.
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spiritual care while she began the healing process. During her time at 
the shelter, WHI Staff emphasized family reintegration given Maly’s 
young age. WHI worked with the family to establish the importance 
of quality supervision and a secure environment in preventing the 
circumstances surrounding her abuse to ensure that it would not 
happen again. The parents chose to stop going to Thailand, and 
instead began to harvest rice in a small plot of land they own, as well 
as land they are renting from a neighbor. Since returning home, Maly 
has begun school in grade 1 at her local village school, and enjoys 
riding her bike with her younger brother. Thanks to your consistent 
support, World Hope International is able to not only provide a facility 
for healing, but also resources and training for family transformation. 

While working with staff at the shelter, Maly was able to identify her 
perpetrator. After connecting her to legal counsel, the court process is 
now complete. The perpetrator has been prosecuted and is facing a three 
and a half year jail sentence, in addition to paying the family damages. 

*Names have been changed to protect the victim’s identity.

2013: Sierra 
Leone 

Summary

Trafficking in Persons Prevention, 
Protection and Prosecution Project 
(WHI-TIP/PPP) 
WHI has been combating human trafficking in Sierra Leone since 2004. Its 
village-level prevention activities were designed to form networks of village 
parent groups (Vpgs), local law enforcement officials, and service providers 
for victims. Vpgs are voluntary groups of community stakeholders, who 
after receiving training from WHI staff, monitor the well-being of women 
and children in their communities. the goal of this program is to increase 
prevention of tIp through community-based public awareness and national 
partnerships, and to spread awareness of the existing legal framework 
to address human trafficking, resulting in increased prosecutions. this 
project also provides technical support to the government to improve and 
implement procedures to identify and care for survivors of tIp. 

The program’s current activities focus on maintaining and strengthening 
Vpgs, as well as its community-based referral systems. an abbreviated 
review of program activities from 2013 includes: 

VPG meetings held – 168
VPG victim referrals – 26
Court cases monitored – 80
People sensitized on trafficking issues by VPGS – 23,224 

›  Pray for spiritual healing in the countries of Cambodia, Azerbaijan and Sierra Leone: that God will bring healing 
from years of violence and conflict.
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• A total of 58 Village Parent Groups (VPGs) were supported and 
maintained. 

• Collaborated with the Ministries of Social Welfare and Justice on 
eff orts to enact new national anti-traffi  cking legislation.

• Participated in the Strategic Planning Consultative Workshop to 
deliberate and formulate the five-year strategic plan of the Ministry 
of Social Welfare, Gender and Children’s Aff airs (MSWGCA). 

• Worked with the WHI TIP Recovery Center on family tracing and 
reunification of 26 survivors with families in collaboration with 
MSWGCA.

• Participated in the launch of the West Africa Network (WAN). The 
West africa Network for the protection of Children is a regional 
program involving all fift een countries in economic Community of 
West african States (eCoWaS) with the aim of protecting children 
and youngsters in the member countries. 

• An assessment team of two (Dr. Lisa Arensen and Alice Browning) 
visited Sierra Leone to evaluate the PPP Anti-Traffi  cking project. The 
full report is available upon request from WHI Headquarters. 

• Previously established Income Generating Activities (IGAs) were 
monitored during this reporting period. Igas provide a funding 
source for Vpg activities and to assist traffi  cking victims with 
clothing, medical treatment, food, transportation, and top-up 
cards. Some Vpgs have used their income to carry out tIp public 
awareness activities, such as radio programs, in their communities. 
all 58 Vpgs were supported in initiating Iga activities. While 14 Vpgs 
have had diffi  culties and have lost their Iga project, 44 are still in 
operation and most are doing very well. For example:

o The Mamankie VPG, which started with 500,000 Sierra Leonean 
Leones (SLL) ($115), now has more than four million SLL ($917) in 
their account. 

o Oloshoro VPG has three million SLL ($688) in their account and 
another four SLL ($917) in circulation through petty trading of fish. 

o although the Newton Vpg initially lost some goats, they have 
increased their flock to five goats. 

o the New York Vpg has increased their account to three million 
SLL ($688) by selling homemade soaps.

o tongo Vpg has more than twenty sheep in their flock. 

o Koindu has generated more than two million SLL ($460) through 
soap making, and their micro credit lending has increased. 

o By selling petrol, Moyamba VPG has nearly two million SLL 
($460) in their account.

Sierra Leone 
Quick Facts:

•	 The	country	experienced	
500	years	of	slavery	
and	oppression	by	the	
Portuguese,	Dutch	and	
English.

•	 2002	marked	the	end	of	
a	brutal	11-year	civil	war,	
leaving	50,000+	dead	and	
approximately	2	million	
displaced.

•	 More	than	70%	of	
population	lives	in	poverty.

•	 Nearly	1	in	5	children	die	
before	the	age	of	5.

•	 Two-thirds	of	adult	
population	is	illiterate.

•	 Only	one-third	of	rural	
population	has	access	to	
clean	water	source.

•	 More	than	80%	of	females	
of	reproductive	age	have	
experienced	female	genital	
mutilation.

›  Pray for our VPG programs: that they will be successful in their eff orts to prevent TIP and that their IGA activities 
will be successful.
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o Zimmi VPG has raised 2 million SLL ($460) from their micro 
credit activities.

o through petty trading Kailahun has generated more than two 
million SLL (S460). 

Trafficking in Persons Recovery Center 
In 2012 with a US State Department grant (JtIp), WHI developed the tIp 
Recovery Center to provide immediate and appropriate services to victims 
of trafficking and exploitation. this project borrows the basic components 
of the Cambodia assessment Center program and contextualizes them per 
Sierra Leonean issues, culture and systems. The WHI TIP Program in Sierra 
Leone has received significant funding from J/TIP, as well as private support. 

the goal of the program is to reintegrate tIp survivors into healthy Sierra 
Leonean community. The RC provides survivors with: 1) immediate and 
safe residential care for six to 12 months, 2) post-traumatic counseling and 
psychosocial care, 3) physical health care, 4) legal support, and 5) reintegration 
support to help survivors re-enter community with sustainable life skills. 

the program also aims to interrupt the violent exploitation cycle of human 
trafficking and restore survivors to normal, healthy community life as soon as 
possible. There are still very few shelter options in Sierra Leone. While some 
organizations provide components of care (e.g. medical services, education, 
housing), none provide the kind of comprehensive care for the myriad of 
health and psychosocial challenges victims face at the point of intervention. 
to help transform this reality, WHI also works to improve the victim 
identification and referral systems through collaborative training workshops 
with local law enforcement, civil society, and relevant government actors. 

WHI TIP Recovery Center 
– Sierra Leone - 2013 TIP 
Outcomes

	 15	| Clients	in	AC	on	 
Jan	1	

 4	| Sex	Trafficking	
Cases	Admitted

 15	| Sexual	Assault	
Cases	Admitted

 5	| Both	Sex	
Trafficking	&	 
Sexual	Assault	
Cases	Admitted*

 1	| Both	Sex	
Trafficking	&	 
Labor	Trafficking	
Cases	Admitted

	 1	| Labor	Trafficking

	 2	| Neglect

 4	| Children	of	Survivors	
Served	in	RC

 8	| Case	Management	
of	Non-RC	Clients

 55	| Total	Served	in	
2013

 32	| Cases	Reintegrated	 
Home

 2	| Cases	Transferred	 
to	Other	Agencies

 34	| Total	Transferred	
Out

 109 | Total	Follow-Up	 
Visits

 16	| Total	Family	
Tracing

 42	| Total	Family/ 
Community	 
Assessment

 42	| Total	Family	
Bonding

*Note: Rape is an inherent element of all sex trafficking cases. However, rape in sex trafficking cases is distinct from sexual assault 
due the nature of the sexual assaults. In sex trafficking cases, rape is typically perpetrated by multiple men, e.g. sex buyers, or by a 
single perpetrator holding the victim captive; thus sex trafficking victims suffer serial sexual assault. When we report that some victims 
have suffered both sex trafficking and sexual assault we mean that they were raped in two contexts: 1) a sex trafficking context, and 2)
that another sexual assault occurred before or after their experience of being sexually trafficked. 

›  Pray for God’s protection for our clients and staff in cases involving threats and corruption.
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Looking Ahead
We anticipate that WHI will receive funding from the economic Community 
of West african States (eCoWaS) for an exciting new prevention initiative in 
Kambia District along Sierra Leone’s northwest border with Guinea.

How a Medical Condition and 
Traditional Beliefs Led to Human 
Trafficking
As the case story below highlights, many factors can create the 
vulnerabilities that lead to human trafficking. In this example, several 
come together with devastating consequences: the death of a 
family member, a serious medical condition, lack of proper medical 
treatment, abandonment and traditional beliefs. 

At age thirteen, Aminata* was the sole caretaker of her mother. Her 
mother suffers from epilepsy, a neurological disorder that is debilitating 
to both her health and quality of life. Local belief holds that epilepsy—
marked by seizures that can lead to consistent injury—is caused by 
demon-possession and is contagious. As a result of this stigma, 
Aminata’s family abandoned her mother. After her father was killed 
in a diamond-mining accident, Aminata, still a child, was alone. When 
her mother was unable to pay an herbalist who was providing medical 
treatment, Aminata was sold into debt bondage to him. The terms of 
her debt included sex slavery and forced domestic labor. 

It was then that Aminata was referred to the WHI TIP Recovery Centre 
in Sierra Leone by local authorities. Since arriving at the Centre, staff 
has attended to her physical and emotional needs while attempting 
to secure medical care for her mother. Now that Aminata is protected 
and provided for, she is able to begin the process of healing.

*Name has been changed to protect the victim’s identity.

New Life at the TIP Recovery 
Centre
November saw new life at the TIP Recovery Centre—in the form of a 
healthy, 8.5 pound baby girl. It was decided that the mother, Zaria*, 
a survivor beginning preparations for reintegration back into her 
community, would remain at the shelter until after the birth of the child 
in order to ensure adequate healthcare. Later medical concerns revealed 
this to be a life-saving choice.

›  Pray that God will provide the financial resources to allow WHI to continue its anti-trafficking and sexual violence 
recovery programs.
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On the morning of her delivery, Zaria experienced the range of 
emotions expected for a young girl about to give birth via Caesarean 
Section—angst, unease, fear. Prior to the surgical procedure at 
Aberdeen Women’s Centre, a local partner, Zaria was joined by the 
RC’s nurse and clinical supervisor, a source of constant comfort 
and peace. She asked for prayer from the entire RC staff, and was 
even able to speak with her house parents on the phone. The level 
of support she was given—and her ability to ask for it—speaks to the 
quality of care given at the Recovery Centre.

Staff and the other survivors at the TIP RC supported Zaria and the 
baby girl as they transitioned back into the shelter. The survivors were 
thrilled and welcomed the little one with a celebratory dance! Ten 
days later, a naming ceremony was held for the baby. The baby looked 
beautiful, wearing the pale blue dress her mother had made for her 
during vocational training at the RC when she was still expecting. It is a 
testimony to WHI’s TIP RC program that Zaria chose to name her baby 
after a former RC staff member. 

The week following the naming ceremony, Zaria was admitted into 
AWC for three nights due to pain and post-op sepsis. She received 
the care she needed and was discharged and returned to the shelter. 
Her emotional and physical state is much improved and the RC staff 
continues to be very attentive to her and the baby. 

Everyone at the shelter continues to be very grateful that Zaria 
remained at the shelter for the time during and after the delivery, due to 
the health concerns she faced. If Zaria was back in her rural village, she 
would have had to go without adequate healthcare and supervision. 

*Name has been changed to protect the victim’s identity.

Meet the New Shelter Manager for 
the Sierra Leone TIP Recovery Centre
Rhoda gbla joined the WHI team in october 2013, becoming the shelter 
manager of WHI’s TIP Recovery Center in Sierra Leone. She brings with her 
an impressive set of skills developed during the course of a challenging 
career, as well as a passion for working with children and seeking justice on 
their behalf. Rhoda’s work with children began in a teaching capacity while 
working in war-torn communities from 2000-2002 with the Norwegian 
Refugee Council following Sierra Leone’s civil war. In 2002 she transitioned 
to the Sierra Leone Red Cross Society’s Child Advocacy and Rehabilitation 
Center where she worked until 2009. In this role she was involved in 
developing and maintaining an effective system of case management and 
counseling to monitor and support the progress of war-affected youth, their 
families and communities. 

›  Pray for children of survivors: that they will grow up safe, secure and strong.
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additionally, Rhoda gained experience assisting amputees (victims of the 
civil war) while working as the assistant national coordinator of the Stepping 
Stone project. through these and other experiences, she became interested 
in peace-building and reconciliation efforts, and decided to pursue a 
Bachelor of arts degree in peace and conflict studies from evangelical 
College of Theology in Jui, Sierra Leone. After receiving her BA in 2010, she 
worked as a gender officer, defending the rights of women and children for 
the Society for Democratic Initiatives. 

Currently, in addition to overseeing the day-to-day operations of the tIp 
Recovery Center, Rhoda is pursuing her Masters of Arts degree at Fourah Bay 
College in gender Studies. Rhoda is the mother of five children; three biological 
and two for whom she provides fostering. She is especially interested in issues 
affecting women and children. Her professional and private life is a testimony 
to her desire to use her skills to promote and protect their rights. Rhoda told us 
that “assisting in restoring dignity in the lives of survivors gives me great joy, 
but a smile from them makes me zealous to do more.”

Looking Ahead
In addition to carrying out the day-to-day activities of the RC, future 
initiatives for the program include a project to bury the water line from the 
street to the Centre to improve water service, as well as a project to improve 
the shelter’s beds. Additionally, plans are in development to coordinate play 
therapy training for RC staff and a staff retreat. 

WHI’s 2014 budget for RC operations, including overhead, is $330,645. Only a 
portion of this amount is covered by funding from the U.S. State Department. 
Importantly, State Department funding for the program will be expended 
by July 2015. Without significant new funding sources, WHI will be unable to 
sustain the program beyond that time. We will be pursuing private donations 
and foundations to secure the necessary funding to continue operations. 
please consider how you can help us keep the RC operating, and enable WHI 
maintain its services to Sierra Leone’s exploited women and children. 

›  Pray for anti-trafficking efforts in the U.S. and around the world: that God will continue to create an exodus out 
of all forms of human trafficking for those ensnared by it.

As this picture shows, water 
is currently carried to the 

Recovery Center by a hose 
running above ground and 

along side the street where it is 
easily damaged or cut.


